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1. Introduction 
Quantitative coronary angiography remains the reference standard for assessing coronary 
anatomy, measuring anatomic severity of the stenotic lesion and assisting in the process of 
intracoronary interventions. Thus, treatment of coronary artery disease (CAD) is performed 
primarily on the basis of anatomic measurements of stenosis severity, although the disease 
severity correlates better with physiologic disturbances which can be revealed by the 
analysis of coronary artery flow and coronary flow reserve (CFR). Direct invasive 
measurements of coronary flow signal using Doppler flow wires and catheters provide a lot 
of information on the pathophysiology of coronary flow dynamics (Chamuleau et al, 2001; 
Bax et al, 2006; Braden, 2006; Werner et al., 2006; Kaul & Jayaweera, 2008; Courtis et al., 
2009). But in clinical practice, these invasive techniques are rarely applied because of the 
time and expense required. Alternative methodology in detecting coronary flow and CFR is 
positron emission tomography which is feasible but expensive and scarcely available (West 
& Kramer, 2009). In fact, a large-scale assessment of such important functional parameters is 
hampered by the lack of a reliable, low-cost, noninvasive method that might be used for this 
purpose (Pellikka, 2004). Some years ago transesophageal echocardiography was proposed 
for evaluation of coronary flow and CFR in man. However, this method demonstrates some 
important limitations: it is semiinvasive, and has optimal feasibility in visualizing the flow 
in only very proximal part of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) (ranging 
from 69% to 97%) and right coronary artery (RCA) (ranging from 66% to 83%) which 
allowes the assessment of transstenotic or prestenotic CFR but not poststenotic CFR 
(Vrublevsky et al., 2001, 2004). Until recently, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) 
evaluation of the CAD was aimed at the assessment of regional and global left ventricular 
function (Youn & Foster, 2004). Direct transthoracic visualization of the coronary arteries 
was attempted in children and occasionally in adults with coronary artery anomalies, 
arteriovenous fistulas, and aneurysms (Harada et al., 1999; Hiraishi et al, 2000; P.C. 
Frommelt & M.A. Frommelt, 2004). However, with the advent of harmonic imaging, 
contrast agents and high-frequency transducers, direct transthoracic Doppler visualization 
of non-dilated arteries and measurement of coronary artery flow is now relevant in the 
majority of patients. The aims of this review are to outline the technical aspects of coronary 
artery visualization and flow measurements both at rest and with pharmacological stress, to 
demonstrate pathologic coronary artery flow patterns by TTE and to discuss clinical 
implications of TTE for patients with suspected or confirmed CAD.  
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2. How coronary arteries should be visualized by TTE 
2.1 New technical considerations for transthoracic echocardiography evaluation of 
coronary arteries: high-frequency transducers, multi-frequency transducers, 
harmonic imaging and contrast agents  
One of the first reports on TTE visualization of distal LAD as a vessel with a most superficial 
location (3-7 cm from skin) was presented by Fusejima et al., 1987. However, clinical 
application of the method was limited by a low success rate of the LAD assessment because 
adequate signals were available in only 35% of control subjects and 50% of patients with 
cardiac disease. The introduction of high-frequency (7.5-MHz) transducers allowed a more 
frequent visualization of distal LAD (Ross et al., 1990; Kenny & Shapiro, 1992). But a major 
limitation of Doppler evaluation of blood flow in distal LAD associated with a low-intensity 
Doppler signal caused by ultrasound attenuation was overcome with echocontrast agents 
alone. Several reports on echocardiographic contrast enhancement of coronary artery 
images have been published and shown considerable improvement of visualization rate of 
distal LAD. Caiati et al., 1999a, 1999b, during TTE gave a peripheral injection of Levovist, a 
contrast agent consisting of a suspension of galactose microbubbles, and demonstrated 
enhanced coronary color flow Doppler signals. Lambertz et al., 1999, reported the increase 
of visualization rate of mid-distal LAD during high-frequency TTE from 40% without a 
contrast agent to 88% with Levovist. In addition, contrast administration facilitated the 
positioning of the pulsed sample Doppler volume. Okayama et al, 2002, demonstrated a 
success rate of CFR assessment in the LAD in 70% of cases without an echocontrast agent 
and in 97% after a Levovist injection with particular improvement of systolic pattern quality. 
With the routine use of contrast, coronary flow and CFR measurements in the distal LAD 
become feasible in the majority of patients. Several reports gave little information on 
transthoracic visualization of the posterior descending coronary artery (PDA) (Voci et al., 
2002; Tokai et al., 2003). Voci et al., 2002, could estimate coronary blood flow in the PDA in 
76% of patients at rest, but CFR assessment was performed in 54% of patients only because 
of hyperventilation caused by adenosine. Tokai et al., 2003, demonstrated beneficial effect of 
Levovist on coronary blood flow signals in the PDA, with increase of visualization rate from 
30% without a contrast agent to 86% with it.  
High frequency transducers can be most successfully used for scanning the apical area, that 
is for examination of distal LAD or PDA. Unlike distal LAD and PDA, non-distal LAD, 
circumflex artery (Cx) and right coronary artery (RCA) are located too deep for TTE, and 
high-frequency transducers preferred by many investigators can not be used (Boshchenko et 
al., 2008). Standard low-frequency transducers provide a good penetration and seem to be 
the optimal choice for scanning the RCA, Cx and proximal and mid LAD. Unfortunately, as 
standard cardiac low-frequency transducers have lower resolution and lower sensitivity of 
Doppler exam, low success rate of visualization of non-distal coronary arteries was reported 
in earlier studies (Voci & Pizzuto, 2001). In recent years, the advantage of using a 
multifrequency (1.7- to 3.5-MHz) transducer with second tissue harmonics lies in the fact 
that coronary flow imaging and standard TTE can be readily alternated (Pellikka, 2004), and 
it is true for estimating both distal LAD and PDA, and proximal-mid segments of coronary 
vessels. Wideband of low ultrasound frequencies of multifrequency transducers at the exit 
(1.7-3.5 MHz)  provides a good scanning depth which is particularly important for 
visualizing non-distal LAD and PDA, and second tissue harmonics enables to receive 
reflected ultrasonic waves of high-frequency range  (3,5-7 МГц)  at the entrance improving 
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the image quality for both near and far setting zones. According to our data the feasibility of 
LAD and PDA visualization with second harmonics has progressively improved, and 
harmonic imaging facilitated the examination considerably (Table 1).  
 
Authors 
N of 
patients
Transducers, contrast agents Success rate, % 
distal LAD       
Fusejima et al., 1987    high-frequency transducer 
35%healthy volunteers  
50% CAD patients 
Hozumi et al.,1998a 23 high-frequency transducer 78 
Lambertz et al., 1999 45 
high-frequency transducer, 
contrast agent  
80 
Caiati et al., 1999a 56 harmonic, contrast agent 88 
Lethen et al., 2003 33 high-frequency transducer 91 
Boshchenko et al., 2008 150 harmonic 93 
Sicari et al., 2008 1779 harmonic, contrast agent 96 
PDA       
Krzanowski et al., 2000 50 harmonic 33 
Tokai et al., 2003 50 harmonic, contrast agent 86 
Takeuchi et al., 2004 151 harmonic, contrast agent 83 
Otsuka et al., 2005 129 harmonic, contrast agent 97 
Boshchenko et al., 2008 150 harmonic 91 
distal Cx       
Krzanowski et al., 2000 50 harmonic 0 
Boshchenko et al., 2008 150 harmonic 33 
Table 1. Success rate in visualizing distal coronary arteries by TTE 
2.2 Main ultrasonic windows, positions, views by which main coronary arteries can be 
visualized, and hints concerning optimization of ultrasound images of coronary 
arteries such as setting depth, Nyquist limit, Doppler angle, size of the sample volume  
Modern, high quality ultrasound systems are required for success scanning. In most cases 
TTE is performed with the help of Acuson Sequoia 512 (Acuson) or HDI 5000, HDI 5000 
SonoCT and iE33 (Philips). We used Vivid 7 (GE HealthCare) with 1.7-3.5 MHz narrow-
band transducers with second harmonic mode (Boshchenko et al., 2008, 2009).  
After obtaining optimal quality B-mode image, the search for coronary arteries is started with 
color Doppler mapping with or without the use of harmonics. To achieve the best image 
quality the sample size of color Doppler should be kept at minimum. As the Doppler velocities 
of coronary blood flow are low, the velocity range should be set with a low Nyquist limit (15-
20 cm/s), and filters should be decreased. Too low Nyquist limit can be a cause of more color 
Doppler artifacts obscuring the images (<10-13 cm/s), too high Nyquist limit is not able to 
detect low blood flow velocity within coronary arteries (Pellikka, 2004; Korsarz & Stein, 2004; 
Boshchenko et al., 2008, 2009). Some ultrasound systems offer special color maps for coronary 
artery examination including second or third harmonics of B-mode and color Doppler 
mapping, low Nyquist limit, special gain for B-mode and Doppler mode, etc.  
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2.2.1 Technique of examination for each segment of main coronary arteries  
There are several windows by which coronary arteries can be visualized with the patients in 
the supine or left decubitus positions (Krzanowski et al., 2000, 2003; Saraste et al., 2005; 
Boshchenko et al., 2008). Standard parasternal short- and long-axis views from second- or 
third intercostal space or low parasternal short- or long-axis views from fourth- or fifth 
intercostal space should be used. Alternatively, a modified apical 2, 3 or 5-chamber view or 
subcostal scanning can be performed. TTE has a very high time resolution, while spatial 
resolution is low due to a small size of scanning windows. So, coronary arteries appear as 
linear intramyocardial color fragmental structures of approximately 0.5-2.5 cm in length and 
2 to 4 mm in diameter. Initially, a short part of arteries can be visualized. Then, by step-by-
step movement of the transducer according to the course of the vessel, a longer fragment of 
arteries can be assessed.  
The scanning depth for the search of proximal and mid coronary artery segments should be 
set at 10-15 cm. The transducer should be placed at the left parasternal position from second 
or third intercostal space and a modified short-axis B-view of great vessels should be 
obtained. The search of the left main coronary artery (LMCA) and proximal LAD can be 
started in B-mode (figure 1A, B) by consecutive clockwise and cranial rotation of the 
transducer, but color Doppler mapping which makes images clearer can also be 
recommended for initial search. The LMCA has approximately 1-3 cm in length, and the 
vessel should be visualized along its entire extension.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Images of the LMCA and proximal LAD (pLAD). The left parasternal position, a 
modified parasternal short axis view of great vessels, Nyquist limit is 20-67 cm/s. A – 
LMCA, B-mode; B – pLAD, B-mode; C – LMCA, Color Doppler mapping; D - bifurcation of 
the LMCA; Color Doppler mapping. 
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The normal anterograde blood flow in the LMCA is identified on color Doppler map as a 
linear structure dawning from left coronary sinus of Valsalva and has a red or blue color 
depending on the placement of the transducer, anatomic features of chest and LMCA origin 
(figure 1C). Bifurcation of the vessel into the LAD and Cx is a marker of LMCA distal board 
(figure 1D). If the origin of the Cx can not be found, the LMCA and proximal LAD should be 
assessed as a common segment. Proximal LAD should be assessed after the LMCA by a 
slight change of the imaging plane in a parasternal or low parasternal short-axis B-view or 
by change of the position in a modified parasternal long-axis view. The origin of the first 
diagonal branch can be used as a distal mark of proximal LAD (fig. 2A). Mid LAD should be 
searched in the low left parasternal position from third- to fifth intercostal spaces and a 
modified short- or long-axis view of the left ventricle in the anterior interventricular groove 
(fig 2B, C). Distal LAD should be assessed from the low left parasternal position to a 
modified apical five-chamber position at  varying levels using different  short- and long-axis 
views in the anterior interventricular groove before, at or after the apex of the left ventricle 
(fig 2D,E). The setting depth should be reduced approximately to 6-10 cm, and the 
transducer may be substituted for a high-frequency one, because the location of distal LAD 
is superficial. The LAD is the best vessel for TTE assessment as there are clear anatomic 
marks for its search and segmentation, such as: anterior interventricular groove, origin of 
the first diagonal branch and papillary muscles. The segment of the LAD from the origin of 
diagonal branch to papillary muscles in the short-axis view should be assessed as its mid 
segment, and the segment of the LAD apical to papillary muscles should be marked as distal 
LAD. Apical window is usually the best one to obtain low Doppler angles for velocity 
measurements in the LAD. The normal anterograde blood flow in the entire LAD before the 
apex is identified as a red linear color signal on color Doppler map, which reflects the 
direction of the flow from base to apex of the left ventricle. 
Unlike the LAD, the scanning depth for the RCA and Cx should be set at 12-15 cm. Proximal 
Cx should be visualized in the left parasternal position and a modified short-axis B-view of 
great vessels with the slight caudal tip of the transducer. The normal anterograde blood flow 
in proximal Cx is identified as a blue linear color signal on color Doppler map, reflecting the 
direction of the flow from the transducer (fig. 3A). There are no clear anatomic marks for the 
distal border of proximal Cx. Visualization of mid and distal segments of the Cx is very 
difficult and possible in a few patients only. Mid and distal Cx should be examined with the 
same position of the transducer as proximal Cx.  As the mid and distal Cx are located in the 
coronary sulcus at the border between the left atrium and left ventricle, the angulation from 
heart basis to apex at the level of papillary muscles is usually required (fig 3B).  The posterior 
papillary muscle can be used as a symbolic border between mid and distal Cx. The first or 
second obtuse marginal branches (OMB) presenting distal parts of the Cx can be assessed from 
fourth- and fifth intercostal spaces in the apical long-axis position in a modified four- or five-
chamber view at either lateral or inferior wall of the left ventricle (fig. 3C).  
Proximal RCA should be examined in the left parasternal position from second- or third 
intercostal spaces in modified short- or long-axis B-views as a structure dawning from right 
coronary sinus of Valsalva and lying along the anterior wall of the aorta (fig. 4A, B). It may 
be relatively easy to visualize proximal RCA in B-mode and Color Doppler mapping but 
pulse-wave Doppler examination is rarely correct because the angle between the direction of 
coronary blood flow and Doppler beam exceeds 60 degrees. The mid and distal RCA should 
be searched using Color Doppler mapping only. The subcostal position, a short-axis B-view 
or a modified apical two-chamber position with cranial angulation of the transducer should 
be used for the search of mid RCA (fig. 4C). Good quality images of the PDA – usually distal 
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Fig. 2. Doppler Color images of the LAD. A – distal board of proximal LAD with origin of 
the first diagonal branch (I DB); B – mid LAD (mLAD), the left parasternal position, a 
modified parasternal short axis view of great vessels; C – mLAD, the left parasternal 
position, a modified parasternal long axis view; D – distal LAD (dLAD) before 
circumflexing the cardiac apex, a modified apical five chamber position; E - dLAD after 
circumflexing the apex of the left ventricle. 
RCA – can be obtained from fourth- and fifth intercostal spaces in the apical long-axis 
position in a modified two- or three-chamber view with caudal tip of the transducer in the 
posterior interventricular groove (fig. 4D). There are no anatomic marks for segmentation of 
the entire RCA. The direction of the normal mid RCA and PDA flow is the same as that of 
the normal LAD flow. 
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Fig. 3. Color Doppler images of the Cx, Nyquist limit is 20-33 cm/s. A – proximal Cx (pCx); 
the left parasternal position, a modified parasternal short-axis view of great vessels; B - mid 
Cx (mCx); the left parasternal position, a modified parasternal short-axis view at the level of 
papillary muscles; C – the first obtuse marginal branches (OMB) presenting distal Cx, the 
apical long-axis position, a modified five-chamber view. 
2.2.2 Main pitfalls at visualizing coronary arteries by TTE 
Main pitfalls of assessment of coronary arteries by TTE arise due to partial visualization of 
the vessels and anatomic features of coronary bed (Boshchenko et al., 2008). Certain large 
branches of coronary arteries – the intermediate coronary artery, diagonal and marginal 
branches can occasionally be visualized and confused with main coronary arteries, most 
frequently with the LAD (fig. 5A, B). It is more typical for the occluded main artery in which 
case the branches enlarge and take over its function (Krzanowski et al., 2003). To avoid this 
mistake, the LAD should be searched in the anterior interventricular groove along its entire 
extension with the end points in the LMCA and distal LAD. By moving step-by-step 
towards the aorta or downwards to the left ventricle apex without loosing the LAD sight, 
the LAD can be correctly identified. The diagonal and marginal branches have no 
connections with either the LMCA or distal LAD or both.  
The distinction between various vessels seen at the lateral and inferior walls of the ventricle 
can be challenging (Krzanowski et al., 2003). As first and second OMB is lying parallel and 
close to the PDA, they may be taken for the PDA. If the artery is circumflexing the posterior  
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Fig. 4. Color Doppler images of the RCA. Nyquist limit is 17-20 cm/s. A – proximal RCA 
(pRCA); the left parasternal position, a modified parasternal short-axis view of great vessels; 
B – pRCA; the left parasternal position, a modified parasternal long-axis view. C – mid RCA 
(mRCA); a modified apical two-chamber position with cranial angulation of the transducer; 
D - the PDA as distal RCA, the apical long-axis position, a modified two-chamber view. 
surface of the apex of  the left ventricle, this vessel is detected by coronary angiography as 
the PDA in the majority of cases. On the other hand, if the artery is sending a branch to the 
posterior papillary muscle or lying next to the lateral wall of the left ventricle, this vessel is 
identified by coronary angiography as the OMB. The PDA which is usually a distal RCA 
may arise from the Cx if the left coronary artery is strongly dominant, and this fact may 
result in diagnostic mistakes too. 
In scanning mid or distal LAD, certain extracardiac arteries visualized on color Doppler 
mapping may be confused with the LAD, for example, the left internal thoracic artery 
(LIMA). However, the pulse-wave Doppler assessment allows an accurate distinction 
between them: unlike coronary arterial flow which is biphasic systole-diastolic with 
predominant diastolic phase, the extracardiac arteries show a typical peripheral arterial flow 
with high velocity predominantly systolic flow and very low anterograde or retrograde 
diastolic flow.  
As there are no clear anatomic marks for segmentation of the Cx and RCA, the pitfalls in 
assessing the place of coronary stenoses can be observed. 
Frequently, in coronary artery occlusions and retrograde filling distal to occlusions in 
particular, the mistakes in distinction between coronary artery and concomitant vein may be 
made, i.e. mid cardiac vein may be assessed as the LAD or posterior cardiac vein – as the 
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Fig. 5. Large branches of coronary arteries confused with main coronary arteries: A - the 
intermediate coronary artery, the diameter of which is equal to those of the LAD and Cx; 
pLAD – proximal LAD, pCx – proximal Cx; B – the first diagonal branch (I DB), which is 
larger, than mother LAD; mLAD – mid LAD.  
A
B
pLAD
pCx
Intermediate 
artery 
mLAD
I DB 
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PDA (fig 6). As veins are larger, located closer to the right ventricle than arteries and 
demonstrate a three-phase predominantly systolic flow with very high respiratory 
variations, it is not very difficult to differentiate between the vessels. Krzanowski et al., 2003 
and Youn & Foster, 2004, observed that a strong signal confusing coronary artery flow may 
 
 
Fig. 6. Distinction between the posterior descending coronary artery (PDA) and concomitant 
posterior cardiac vein (PCV): A – the PDA is slighter, located closer to the left ventricle and 
demonstrates a biphasic predominantly diastolic flow without respiratory variations; B – the 
PCV is larger, located closer to the right ventricle and demonstrates a three-phase 
predominantly systolic flow with high respiratory variations; C- simultaneous image of the 
PDA and PCV. 
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be generated by pericardial fluid, but the flow within the pericardial sac is most pronounced 
in systole while the coronary artery flow is predominantly diastolic. We did not have similar 
difficulties in our practice. 
2.3 Feasibility of transthoracic echocardiography in visualizing coronary arteries  
Feasibility of TTE in visualizing coronary arteries with the addition of harmonics, newer 
transducers, and contrast agents has been reported to be as high as 100% for distal LAD and 
33-97% for the PDA (table 1). Imaging of the entire Cx and proximal and mid RCA has been 
possible with a low rate (table 1, Kenny & Shapiro, 1992; Krzanowski et al., 2000, Watanabe 
et al., 2001; Saraste et al, 2006, etc.). Our data (Boshchenko et al., 2008) of TTE feasibility in 
the assessment of main coronary arteries with both success Color Doppler mapping and 
good quality of pulse-wave Doppler recording presented in tables 2 and 3 agree with the 
data of other authors. TTE demonstrated adequate success rate of color Doppler mapping of 
the LMCA, all LAD segments and PDA, and poor feasibility in detecting other segments of 
main coronary arteries.  
 
Vessel proximal segment mid segment distal segment 
LMCA 70 
LAD 82 83 93 
Cx 35 5 31 
RCA 25 35 95 
Table 2. Success rate of the detection of main coronary arteries by TTE (%) (Boshchenko et al, 
2008) 
 
Vessel 
one segment 
(proximal 
or mid or distal) 
two segments (proximal and mid
or proximal and distal or mid 
and distal) 
three segments 
(proximal and mid and 
distal) 
LAD 93 92 68 
Cx 35 0 0 
RCA 95 51 6 
Table 3. Success rate of the detection of one and more segments of each coronary artery by 
TTE (%) (Boshchenko et al, 2008) 
Thus, although this technique requires experience and practice, and only skilled operators 
can be expected to achieve a 90% success rate in visualizing the coronary arteries, it is 
possible to use current technology in a clinical setting. 
2.4 Normal Doppler systole-diastolic coronary flow pattern and coronary blood flow 
velocity at rest  
2.4.1 Pulse-wave Doppler recording of coronary blood flow velocity by TTE 
With pulse-wave Doppler assessment efforts should be directed at maintaining the optimal 
Doppler angle, and size of the sample volume (Hozumi et al., 1998a, 1998b; Caiati et al, 
1999a, 1999b). The angle of incidence between the Doppler beam and flow direction should 
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be minimized, less than 30 degrees being optimal for coronary artery. The sample volume or 
gate should be reduced (1.5-3.0 mm) and positioned within the coronary artery (Pellikka, 
2004). We usually use a 2-3 mm gate for pulse-wave Doppler, a 3 mm gate for proximal 
segments and a smaller gate (2 mm) for distal segments. 
2.4.2 Normal Doppler systole-diastolic coronary flow pattern in coronary arteries  
According to coronary physiology, most coronary flow occurs during diastole with a 
smaller systolic component (fig. 7) (Gould et al, 1974; Bax, 2006). So, coronary blood flow on 
pulse-wave Doppler image is presented as continuous, biphasic systole-diastolic flow with 
predominant diastolic phase and low velocities. 
2.4.3 Normal Doppler coronary flow velocities at rest 
Transthoracic measurements of coronary flow velocity are proved to be highly reproducible 
and correlate with invasive measurements and measurements with positron emission 
tomography (Hozumi et al., 1998a; Caiati et al, 1999a, 1999b, Lethen et al., 2003; Ueno et al., 
2002b). The measurements can include assessment of peak velocity, time velocity integral, 
and mean velocity in systole and diastole (fig. 8). But, in evaluating coronary flow, most 
investigators measure the diastolic component, and peak diastolic blood flow velocity is 
assessed most frequently as an easily and quickly estimated characteristic. The duration of 
diastolic and systolic flow is another potential measure (Crowley & Shapiro, 1998; Hozumi 
et al., 2000; Daimon et al., 2005; Youn et al., 2005). 
 
 
Fig. 7. Doppler examination in the PDA: A – laminar flow in the PDA is presented by red 
linear structure on color Doppler map; B - velocity pattern registered by pulse-wave 
Doppler; s – systolic phase, d – diastolic phase. 
In previous works, control subjects with normal coronary angiograms and normal left 
ventricular systolic function showed that the peak diastolic velocity in distal LAD was 
21.27.9 cm/s and the duration of diastolic coronary artery flow was 58.56.4% of the R-R 
interval at rest within the range of physiologic heart rates (60-100 b/m) (Youn et al, 2002). In 
studies including the participants without significant LAD stenosis, the peak diastolic 
velocity in distal LAD was ranging from 218 cm/s to 289 cm/s (Hozumi et al, 1998a, 
1998b; Youn et al, 2002; Pizzuto et al, 2004). In our study (Boshchenko et al., 2008) with 
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Fig. 8. Scheme of normal coronary blood flow pattern;  Vps and Vpd – systolic and diastolic 
peak coronary flow velocities, VTIs and VTId – systolic and diastolic time velocity integrals, 
ATs  and ATd – acceleration time in systole and diastole. 
healthy volunteers the coronary flow characteristics were comparable in the conforming 
segments of the LAD, Cx and RCA, and coronary flow velocities showed a non-significant 
decrease from proximal segments to distal segments of coronary arteries (tab. 4). But the 
limits of normal distal LAD flow at rest have not yet been largely settled due to the 
multitude of variables affecting the baseline coronary flow velocity. 
 
 
Characteristics  proximal LAD (n=17) mid LAD (n=16) distal LAD (n=17) 
Vps , cm/s 17 (15-21) 14 (12-16) 14 (13-15) 
Vms , cm/s 13 (12-16) 11 (9-12) 11 (9-12) 
VTIs , cm  3.7 (3.2-4.9)  3.3 (2.7-3.7)  2.8 (2.2-3.6)  
ATs, ms 118 (107-126) 111 (89-118) 111 (96-111) 
Vpd , cm/s 28 (22-35)  25 (22-30)  25 (21-27)  
Vmd , cm/s 22 (16-27) 19 (16-22) 19 (16-20) 
VTId , cm  10.9 (7.9-13.8)  10.6 (8.8-13.5)  10.4 (8.6-11.9)  
ATd, ms 204 (126-244) 200 (155-222) 156 (133-171) 
Table 4. Coronary blood flow in the LAD (mediana (range)). Vps and Vpd – systolic and 
diastolic peak coronary flow velocity, Vms and Vmd – systolic and diastolic mean coronary 
flow velocity, VTIs and VTId – systolic and diastolic time velocity integrals, ATs  and ATd – 
acceleration time in systole and diastole. 
systole diastole 
VTI s 
VTId Vps 
Vpd
AT s ATd
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3. Detection of coronary artery stenosis and occlusion by TTE at rest 
In adults, TTE is successfully attempted for detection of coronary artery anomalies, 
arteriovenous fistulas, and coronary aneurysms (Harada et al., 1999; Hiraishi et al., 2000; 
P.C. Frommelt & M.A. Frommelt, 2004). Thus, the overall sensitivity and specificity of TTE 
for accurate identification of coronary aneurysms are 95% and 99%, respectively (Hiraishi et 
al, 2000). Unlike aneurysms, direct visualization of atherosclerotic plaques in non-dilated or 
mild-dilated coronary arteries with the help of TTE is rather an exception. Accordingly, TTE 
can not assess correctly the structure and length of atherosclerotic plaques.  Unlike 
computed tomography, TTE as well as coronary angiography detects coronary stenoses 
basing not on visualizing atherosclerotic plaque per se but revealing stenosis of coronary 
artery lumen in the site of the plaque. But coronary angiography examines anatomy of the 
entire coronary tree by assessing multipositional images of coronary artery lumen, while 
TTE assesses primarily the function of coronary vessels by detecting stenosis as focal zones 
with acceleration and turbulence of coronary blood flow. 
3.1 Direct detection of atherosclerotic plaques and assessment of coronary artery 
wall thickness  
Direct detection of atherosclerotic plaques is rarely possible. It is reliable only in case of a 
major proximal plaque with acoustic shadow due to calcium (fig. 9).  Maxted et al, 1998, 
tried to search for coronary artery stents in proximal and mid LAD, using increased 
echogenicity, markedly thickened walls of the artery in the stent site, and a stented lumen 
 
 
Fig. 9. The cascade proximal plaques with calcium in proximal LAD. B-mode. 
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with relatively straight edges and a diameter approximately equal to that of the deployed 
stent. Stents were determined in 10 of 13 cases, but examinations were time consuming, each 
taking approximately 60 minutes to obtain, process, and review the images. Despite our 
optimism with this technology, we realize that this method for direct assessment of the 
plaques and stents per se has several limitations. 
On the other hand, intravascular ultrasound and epicardial echocardiography studies have 
demonstrated that coronary atherosclerosis is a diffuse pathological process and before 
CAD is clinical evident, >90% of the coronary artery tree is atherosclerotic. So, coronary 
artery wall structure, artery lumen diameter and their qualitative or quantitative changes 
can be predictors of coronary artery stenosis and direct markers of coronary vasomotor 
function (Voci & Pizzuto, 2001). High-frequency TTE using a 7.5 or 10 MHz transducer can 
be used to correctly and accurately measure the wall thickness and diameter of distal LAD 
and to detect their changes (Kenny et al., 1990; Perry et al., 208a, 2008b). Takeuchi et al, 2006, 
demonstrated that wall thickness and external diameter of the LAD enlarged with the 
increase of the number of CAD risk factors, and wall thickness of the LAD >0.72 mm was a 
predictor of LAD stenosis with 74% sensitivity and 87% specificity. Perry et al, 2008a, found 
the wall thicknesses and external diameters of the LAD in patients with CAD to be 
significantly larger than those in normal volunteers, indicating atherosclerotic buildup. TTE 
can detect vasodilating effects of nitroglycerin and salbutamol on the LAD, correlating with 
peripheral vascular reactivity to these vasodilators (Perry et al, 2008b). So, TTE is a probably 
useful tool for noninvasive assessment of coronary vasoreactivity and provides a chance to 
be a surrogate marker of coronary stenosis (Perry et al, 2008а, 2008b). 
3.2 Main Doppler principles of the detection of coronary stenosis by TTE  
The detection of coronary stenosis by TTE should be performed basing on Doppler methods 
– color Doppler mapping and pulse-wave Doppler recoding.  
3.2.1 Focal aliasing and flow acceleration in the site of a significant stenosis  
First, Color Doppler mapping should be used for stenoses search. Even at low Nyquist 
limits (13-18 cm/s), the color Doppler flow pattern in the normal coronary artery is 
uniformly consistent with laminar flow. The focal flow acceleration and turbulence may be 
detected as aliasing zone on color Doppler map and can assist in localizing the stenosis site 
(Krzanowski et al, 2000; Hozumi et al., 2000; Takeuchi et al., 2001; Saraste et al., 2005). 
Second, Doppler velocity patterns should be registered by pulse-wave Doppler.  If Doppler 
color mapping shows a color laminar flow, Doppler velocity patterns should be obtained in 
the site with the best signal on color Doppler map. If a local increase of the velocity appears 
on Doppler colour flow map as a localized area of aliased and disturbed signal, Doppler 
velocity patterns should be obtained in the site of alising (fig. 10). 
Third, coronary blood flow should be measured. Velocities of coronary blood flow in the 
stenosis site are increased compared with non-stenosis sites (both prestenotic and 
poststenotic) (Hozumi et al., 2000, Okayama et al., 2008). Some authors have shown 
redistribution of coronary flow in LAD stenosis with the increase of systolic wave due to 
stenosis and decrease of diastolic-to-systolic velocity ratio in the poststenotic site (Crowley 
& Shapiro, 1998; Daimon et al., 2005). There are transthoracic quantitative diagnostic 
markers of coronary artery stenosis >50%, offered by Krzanowski et al, 2000, and 
Anjaneyulu et al., 2008, based on the measurement of peak diastolic velocity in the stenosis 
site. The peak diastolic velocity >1.5 m/s has demonstrated 85% sensitivity and 88%  
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Fig. 10. Examples of Color Doppler flow mapping of distal RCA presented by PDA: upper 
panel – patient C. without RCA stenosis: artery color flow map is red indicating low velocity 
with peak diastolic flow velocity (Vpd) equal to 25 cm/s; lower panel – patient S. with 75% 
stenosis of mid RCA: Changes in the color flow map for color aliasing in the stenosis site 
and distal to it with Vpd acceleration up to 80 cm/s. 
specificity diastolic velocity >1.5 m/s has demonstrated 85% sensitivity and 88% specificity 
in the detection of LMCA stenosis>50% (Anjaneyulu et al., 2008). Krzanowski et al., 2000, 
and Saraste et al., 2005, showed that a local peak diastolic flow velocity >2.0 m/s could be 
used as a sign of diameter reduction>50% for all three main coronary arteries. It seems 
attractive and easy to detect coronary stenoses basing on the search of the aliasing zone and 
the measurement of peak diastolic flow velocity only, but both methods are semi-
quantitative and, unfortunately, inaccurate. As previously reported, laminar peak diastolic 
velocity in the coronary artery is from 0.21 ± 0.08 m/s (Youn et al., 2002, Hozumi et al., 1998) 
to 0.28 ± 0.09 m/s (Pizzuto F., 2004), and the velocity will not exceed 1 m/s even in case of 
its 3-4-fold increase in the stenosis site. So, local peak diastolic flow velocity >2.0 m/s is a 
highly specific, but low sensitive marker of coronary artery stenosis. On the other hand, 
some other reasons, such as reologic factors, heart rate, etc. can cause disturbed Doppler 
signal, hence local aliasing may be a highly sensitive but low specific sign of coronary 
stenosis. So, Hozumi et al, 2000, have observed localized aliasing by color flow mapping in 
100% of patients with LAD restenosis >50% after percutaneous transluminal coronary 
d
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angioplasty (PTCA), and 56% of patients without restenosis. Finally, both markers are 
strongly dependent on different hemodynamic factors (perfusion pressure, heart rate, blood 
pressure, myocardial mass, etc.) and technical setting (depth of scanning, quality of pulse-
wave Doppler pattern, angle of incidence between the Doppler beam and flow direction, 
etc).  So, most authors have supposed that the ratio of stenotic-to-prestenotic diastolic 
velocity is more correct and allows an exclusion or minimization of hemodynamic influence.  
3.2.2 The ratio of stenotic to prestenotic blood flow velocity  
To measure the stenotic to prestenotic velocity ratio, the localized color aliasing 
corresponding to local flow acceleration should be searched first to obtain coronary flow 
velocity in the stenosis site. When localized aliasing is detected, the sample volume of pulse-
wave Doppler should be set at the aliasing and Doppler velocity pattern should be recorded. 
Then, the sample volume should be slightly moved from the aliasing to the prestenosis site 
and spectral Doppler recording should be made again (fig. 11).  
 
 
Fig. 11. 70% stenosis in mid LAD. Left panel – prestenosis site; right panel – stenosis site; 
Vpd – peak diastolic blood flow velocity. The stenotic to prestenotic flow velocity ratio is 
60/22 = 2.72 (>2.0).  
Krzanowski et al., 2000, and Saraste et al., 2005, determined the stenotic-to-prestenotic peak 
blood flow velocity ratio over than 2.0 to be a sign of >50% stenosis  with 62-100% sensitivity 
and 92-100% specificity for the LAD, 63% sensitivity and 96% specificity for the RCA, and 
38% sensitivity and 99% specificity for the Cx. The same sensitivity (86%) and specificity 
(93%) were demonstrated by Hozumi et al., 2000, for the ratio of prestenotic-to-stenotic 
mean diastolic velocity <0.45 in the detection of LAD restenosis after PTCA.  ТТЕ with the 
use of both a local peak diastolic flow velocity >2.0 m/s and stenotic-to-prestenotic peak 
blood flow velocity ratio >2.0 permitted to reveal 48% of all LAD stenoses, 30% of all Cx 
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stenoses and 14% of all RCA stenoses (Krzanowski et al., 2000). Like the assessment of peak 
diastolic velocity this approach is easy, semi-quantitative and, though to a lesser extent, 
dependent on hemodynamic factors too. On the other hand, it is known that volume blood 
flow velocity in the prestenosis site is equal to that in the stenosis one, and, assuming the 
constant artery diameter and measuring diastolic time velocity integrals in both stenosis and 
prestenosis sites, the vessel % stenosis can be calculated according to a modified continuity 
equation. The feasibility of this approach for transesophageal echocardiography was 
demonstrated by Isaaz et al, 1998 (as cited in Vrublevsky et al., 2001). We use this concept 
for TTE. Diastolic time velocity integral (VTId) is measured in stenosis and prestenosis sites, 
and the stenosis % area is calculated as: stenosis, % = 100  (1 - prestenotic VTId / stenotic 
VTId) (fig.12). The sensitivity and specificity of >50% stenosis identification by a modified 
continuity equation in the LAD are 72% and 96%, in the Cx - 40% and 94%, and in the RCA – 
50% and 93%, respectively, for the segments which are successfully visualized (Boshchenko 
et al., 2008). The data on all segments, successfully visualized and unvisualized, are shown 
in table 5.  
 
Coronary 
artery 
Coronary 
angiography
Transthoracic echocardiography 
stenosis stenosis false  
positive 
false 
negative 
sensitivity specificity positive 
predictive 
value 
negative 
predictive 
value 
LMCA 
(n=100) 
1 0 0 1 - 100 - 97 
LAD (n=300) 55 39 8 24 56 96 79 89 
Cx (n=300) 28 6 4 26 7 94 33 70 
RCA (n=300) 47 21 9 35 26 93 57 78 
Table 5. Diagnostic accuracy of Doppler TTE in the detection of >50% stenosis in main 
coronary arteries (Boshchenko et al., 2008). 
Thus, TTE is highly specific for identification of coronary stenosis >50%, but, being low 
sensitive for Cx and RCA stenosis, may be helpful as a screening tool for LMCA and LAD 
stenosis >50%, limiting the use of groundless catheterization.   
3.3 Main Doppler principles of the detection of coronary occlusion by TTE  
TTE permits visualizing separate segments of coronary arteries only, and the detection of 
coronary occlusion as well as stenoses by TTE should be performed basing on Doppler 
color-coding of the flow velocity and direction. The first offered TTE sign of coronary artery 
occlusion was the absence of coronary blood flow on color Doppler map, and it 
demonstrated very low feasibility of the method (Krzanowski et al., 2000) because it was 
difficult to differentiate between real absence of coronary flow due to occlusion and absence 
of visualization of coronary artery due to TTE limitations. So, at present, TTE does not seem 
to be a suitable method for the assessment of acute coronary occlusions. But transthoracic 
color-Doppler ultrasound can be useful after acute myocardial infarction for the detection of 
an open LAD, reflecting adequate myocardial reperfusion basing on anterograde flow in the 
LAD alone or together with perforators (Voci et al, 2002).   
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Fig. 12. Calculation of stenosis % area of proximal LAD according a modified continuity 
equation by TTE. A - scheme of calculation by TTE; B - example of Doppler flow patterns in 
patient with 35% stenosis according to coronary angiography data; C - Doppler flow 
patterns in patient with 60% stenosis; D - Doppler flow patterns in patient with 80% 
stenosis; VTId – diastolic time velocity integral  
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Unlike acute occlusion, chronic total coronary occlusion (CTO) of over 1-month duration leads 
to the formation of stable collateral coronary pathways (Werner & Figulla, 2002; Braden, 2006; 
Werner et al., 2006). Recently, feasibility of TTE for the CTO identification of the LAD and 
RCA has been established. Watanabe et al., 2001, proposed the inversion of the coronary blood 
flow in the epicardial collateral vessels on color Doppler map to be a main ultrasound sign of 
CTO. It has been established that retrograde flow in distal LAD is a good marker of LAD 
occlusion with 88% sensitivity  and 100% specificity (Hirata et al., 2004) and retrograde flow in 
the PDA is a good marker of RCA occlusion with 67% sensitivity and 100% specificity (Otsuka 
et al., 2005). But Pizzuto et al., 2006, doubted such a high sensitivity of TTE in the detection of 
LAD occlusion having revealed a retrograde flow in distal LAD in only 43% of patients with 
CTO and normal anterograde flow in more than half patients (55%). Angiography data 
demonstrate that in LAD and RCA occlusions, besides collateral flow distal to the occluded 
region through the connections on the epicardial surface, 63-86% of patients have 
intramyocardial collateral channels lying usually in the interventricular septum. According to 
these findings an additional examination of the retrograde flow in the septal branches of the 
LAD and RCA has demonstrated the increase of TTE sensitivity in the CTO detection from 88 
to 96% for the LAD (Hirata et al., 2004) and from 67 to 80% for the RCA (Otsuka et al., 2005, 
Saraste et al., 2005).  
According to our data (Boshchenko et al., 2009), the sensitivity and specificity of retrograde 
flow for identification of the occluded LAD by TTE in distal LAD alone were 77% and 97%, 
and those in both distal LAD and septal branches of the LAD - 85% and 97%, respectively. 
The sensitivity and specificity of retrograde flow for identification of the occluded RCA by 
TTE in the PDA alone were 77% and 98%, and those in both the PDA and septal branches of 
the RCA - 88% and 98%, respectively. Basing on these data the following order of TTE 
detection of LAD and RCA occlusion could be offered. First, potential epicardial collateral 
vessels should be examined. The retrograde flow in distal LAD will be a highly specific 
marker of LAD occlusion, and the retrograde flow in the PDA will be a sign of RCA 
occlusion, respectively. In this case, the examination can be stopped. Second, if the flow in 
distal LAD and RCA is anterograde,  the septal (intramyocardial) collateral pathways of the 
LAD and RCA should be examined additionally, because 8% of patients with LAD CTO and 
11% of patients with RCA CTO demonstrate an inversion of the flow direction in the septal 
branches only (Boshchenko et al, 2009) (fig. 13). Unlike the LAD and RCA, low success rate 
of visualization of the Cx does not allow the use of TTE for CTO detection. 
TTE detection of CTO is based on the identification of coronary blood flow direction alone 
without the assessment of the rest Doppler coronary flow velocities and, thus, it does not 
depend on the hemodynamic conditions of the patients and does not require 
discontinuation of the therapy including antianginal, hypotensive, and antiarrhythmic 
drugs. So, TTE can be used in unstable patients, patients with life-threatening rhythm and 
conductance disturbances. TTE can be rather an attractive non-invasive method with little 
time consumption and good specificity in standardized approach, answering the principal 
question – whether the LAD or RCA is chronically opened or closed. The length and 
accurate site of CTO can not be assessed by TTE.  
4. Noninvasive assessment of coronary flow reserve in main coronary 
arteries by TTE  
Over the last two decades it has been demonstrated that measurements of coronary flow 
reserve (CFR) are a diagnostic approach providing a lot of additional information on the 
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Fig. 13. Patient B. Proximal occlusion of the right coronary artery (RCA). Examples of the 
retrograde coronary blood flow in septal branch of the RCA and in the PDA 
(intramyocardial and epicardial collateral flow, respectively). 
function of coronary artery and assisting in the decision-making process of cardiac 
interventions. Reserve of coronary blood flow is defined as the ability of coronary flow 
volume to increase under maximal coronary hyperemia when compared with coronary flow 
volume at rest. Coronary flow velocity correlates well with flow volume, and measurements 
of the ratio of hyperemic-to-rest coronary flow velocity can substitute direct measurements 
of the ratio of hyperemic-to-rest flow volume. At present, intracoronary Doppler with 
adenosine or papaverine infusion remains to be the reference standard for the assessment of 
coronary flow velocity reserve (CFVR) in vivo. In normal coronary bed, microvascular flow 
at rest is low-optimal for the maintenance of wall perfusion, and it increases at stress due to 
maximal peripheral vasodilatation according to myocardial demand; normal epicardial 
coronary artery with a high degree of elasticity under these conditions demonstrates a high 
CFVR. In agreement with experimental and intracoronary wire studies (Gould et al., 1974; 
Gould & Lipscomb, 1974), three main mechanisms, alone or in combination, may explain 
why coronary flow does not increase or even decreases during adenosine infusion in 
stenosis. First, in mild, moderate or tight severe stenoses, CFVR reflects the state of 
microcirculation to a greater degree. Epicardial stenoses induce increased resistance to flow, 
and microvascular resistant vessels already are dilated maximally at rest to maintain the 
basal flow. Therefore, a hyperemic stimulus results in a smaller increment of poststenotic 
flow, and the change of flow or the ratio of hyperemic-to-rest flow are less, and CFVR distal 
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to the stenosis site is reduced. Second, in incompletely calcified severe coronary stenosis, the 
coronary artery preserves some degree of elasticity and may collapse during adenosine 
infusion allowing a decrease in intraluminal tense pressure, which is induced by flow 
acceleration in the stenosis site. This collapse may translate distally into a damped flow 
producing at times a coronary steal effect. Third, prestenotic collaterals may be opened at 
stress, causing coronary redistribution from the critically hypoperfused bed to less stenotic 
regions. So, CFVR should be measured in the most distal part of the epicardial artery for 
assessing its function along the entire length. 
TTE is a good method for detection of distal flow in the LAD and PDA (usually distal RCA), 
and it has the main advantage among other noninvasive technologies being valid for easy, 
fast, direct assessment of distal CFVR. That is particularly important in cases of repeated 
monitoring of stenosis progressive changes.  Hozumi et al, 1998a, 1998b, performed the first 
validation of TTE comparing CFVR in the LAD with simultaneous intracoronary Doppler 
guide wire assessment. TTE reflected invasive measurement of coronary flow velocity and 
CFVR accurately, and the agreement between the two methods was 0.97 for averaged 
diastolic and systolic peak velocities, 0.98 for diastolic peak velocity and 0.97 for CFVR. A 
very good correlation was observed between TTE and intracoronary Doppler guide wire not 
only for the LAD (Caiati et al., 1999a, 1998b; Lethen et al., 2003) but for the PDA as well 
(Ueno et al., 2002b). The correlation ranging from 0.79 to 0.97 has been reported for 
noninvasive techniques compared with invasive ones in cases of decision-making process 
(Hozumi et al., 1998a, 1998b; Caiati et al., 1999a, 1998b) and intracoronary intervention 
(Lethen et al., 2003). Thus, TTE can be used as a possible substitute of the invasive method 
for correct clinical measurement of CFVR, particularly in the LAD.    
4.1 Comparison and choice of optimal stress agents for transthoracic measurement 
of CFR 
A variety of agents can be used as vasodilators to examine CFVR by TTE including 
adenosine, dipyridamole and dobutamine with or without additional atropine (Pellikka, 
2004; Korsarz & Stein, 2004). All drugs have potent endothelium-independent vasodilating 
properties, but act by different mechanisms. Dobutamine increases metabolic myocardial 
demand inducing the rise of rate-pressure product, and accordingly contributes to the 
increase of coronary flow. Both adenosine and dipyridamole induce coronary arteriolar 
vasodilatation associated with hyperemic coronary flow as a result of stimulation of 
adenosine A2-receptors on arteriolar smooth-muscle cells causing vasorelaxation.  
As dobutamine stress echocardiography is widely available, it is appropriate to consider a 
combination of CFVR examinations and these tests (Pellikka, 2004). But dobutamine infused 
with the traditional rate of 5-10-20 mcg/kg/min induces a smaller acceleration of the flow 
and lower CFVR than adenosine as a reference standard (Meimoun et al., 2006). Similar 
CFVR values can be obtained with two drugs at peak dobutamine infusion only (with the 
infusion rate of 40 mcg/kg/min). But it is not always possible in patients with positive 
dobutamine stress echocardiography and chest pain. Furthermore, CFVR assessment with 
recording of the LAD or RCA flow velocity at each step is time-consuming and requires an 
average of 25-30 minutes. A number of technical difficulties during TTE with dobutamine 
also must be stressed because a high heart rate and consequently a reduced diastolic filling 
time and increased myocardial contractility can impair good-quality recording of the 
coronary flow pattern. This is particularly true for very high heart rates at peak stress test.  
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Like intracoronary Doppler wire assessment of CFVR, adenosine, a direct coronary 
vasodilator, seems to be a drug of the first choice for TTE. Intravenous adenosine has a short 
half-life (8-10 seconds) inducing rapid onset of vasodilatation and resulting in short 
examination periods. CFVR assessment may be performed at bedside within a few minutes. 
Adenosine should be infused intravenously at the rate of 140 mcg/kg/min for 2 minutes.  
Coronary flow velocities are measured before and immediately after the cessation of 
adenosine infusion. But if simultaneous evaluation of regional function is necessary, 
repeated infusion of adenosine is required, and the effect of ischemic preconditioning can be 
observed. Adenosine may be a cause of adverse effects, attributed to nonselective 
stimulation of the A1-, A2B-, and A3-receptors, because of its lack of specificity for the A2-
receptors. Among these effects, arterial hypotension, dyspnea and chest discomfort are 
frequent and tend to impair LAD flow velocity recording during hyperemia. 
Dipyridamole is an indirect vasodilator, decreasing the cellular uptake of adenosine and 
increasing its endogenous level. Compared with adenosine, the duration of the infusion is 
longer (0.56 mg/kg for 4 minutes or 0.84 mg/kg for 6 minutes) and, depending on the dose 
administered and infusion rate, its effects can last up to 30 minutes allowing a combined 
CFVR and wall motion evaluation. Peak vasodilating activity is obtained 2 to 4 minutes after 
the cessation of dipyridamole infusion. In agreement with the comparative TTE study of 
Lim et al, 2000, dipyridamole with the infusion rate of 0.56 mg/kg may induce lower CFVR 
than adenosine, and CFVR value, achieved with adenosine, can be obtained with 
dipyridamole infusion rate of 0.84 mg/kg only. Adverse effects after dipyridamole infusion 
appear slowly and have a less intensity than those after adenosine, without marked dispnea 
and arterial hypotension. Both adenosine and dipyridamole are contraindicated in patients 
with active asthma or severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease with wheezing. The 
vasodilative effect of both drugs is reversed by antagonists, such as methylxanthines, which 
compete for the A2 receptor, and therefore, foods and drinks containing xantines (chocolate, 
coffee, tea, colas, etc.) should be avoided for at least 12 hours before testing.   
In summary, adenosine should be a drug of choice for TTE, if CFVR assessment is required 
in one artery only.  If combined evaluation of regional function and CFVR assessment in the 
LAD or both the LAD and PDA are planned, the choice should be made in favor of 
dipyridamole with the infusion rate of 0.84 mg/kg. Dobutamine could be a good alternative 
to adenosine and dipyridamole for CFVR assessment in patients with contraindications to 
both drugs or scheduled dobutamine stress echocardiography. If echocontrast infusion is 
necessary, a separate intravenous line should be made. 
4.2 Cut-off level for normal and pathologic CFVR  
4.2.1 TTE calculation of CFVR  
For CFVR assessment, the correction of angle incidence between the Doppler beam and flow 
direction may be used; however, as evaluation is performed on the basis of ratio values, the 
absolute velocity is of less importance. However, the angle should not change between the 
baseline and hyperemic phases of the test, so the differences in blood flow velocity can still 
be compared. After obtaining the baseline and hyperemic coronary flow velocities, CFVR 
should be expressed as the ratio of coronary flow velocity under maximal vasodilatation to 
coronary flow velocity at rest (fig.14) (Picano et al., 1999; Korcarz & Stein, 2004). 
Various investigators consider that the peak diastolic flow velocity (Vpd),  mean diastolic 
flow velocity (Vmd), and average peak diastolic flow velocity (AVpd) can be used as a 
reference parameter for CFVR assessment. Vpd, being a most easily and quickly measured 
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Fig. 14. Example of CFVR evaluation in the PDA. Vpd – peak diastolic coronary flow 
velocity.  
index, demonstrates a higher inter- and intra-observed variability of assessment than Vpm 
and AVpd. But CFVR evaluation is based on the ratio values of the same parameters, and 
similar values of CFVR were reported for Vpd and Vmd (Hozumi et al., 1998; Caiati et al., 
1999b). The time required to complete a CFVR test in one artery is around 5–8 minutes 
depending on the investigators’ experience. 
4.2.2 Cut-off level of CFVR for significant stenosis in the LAD and RCA 
Pizzuto et al, 2001, 2003 revealed CFVR value for the LAD ranging from 2.90±0.58 to 
3.050.81 in control group of patients with angiographically normal coronary arteries, and 
similar values for CFVR were found in <50% LAD in-stent restenosis (Lambertz et al., 1999; 
Pizzuto et al, 2003). Later, CFVR in angiographically normal LAD patients with remote CAD 
(presence of previous remote myocardial infarction and wall motion abnormalities) was 
determined also as preserved (Pizzuto et al, 2004). According to numerous studies using 
stress 
Vpd stress 
baseline 
Vpd = 84 cm/s Vpd =31 cm/s 
 CFVR  =   
Vpd stress 
 Vpd rest 
Vpd rest
rest dipyridamole 
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TTE the cut-off value of CFVR is generally accepted to be 2.0 for predicting significant LAD 
stenosis in patients under decision-making process, after intracoronary intervention, and 
with in-stent restenosis (table 6). The sensitivity and specificity of Doppler TTE 
measurement of CFVR for detecting significant angiographic disease were satisfactory, 
ranging from 77% to 94% and 65% to 100%, respectively, slightly depending on the study 
population, dose of stress medications and cut-off value of diameter % stenosis. In one 
study, CFVR with a cut-off value <2.0 was a significantly better predictor (90%sensitivity, 
96%specificity) of LAD stenosis than multidetector computed tomography (80%sensitivity, 
93%specificity) and improved the diagnostic accuracy of the latter from 90 to 96% (Pizzuto 
et al., 2009). A cut-off value <2.0 was appropriate even for the diagnosis of significant 
stenosis of donor LAD giving collaterals to other arteries (Pizzuto et al., 2004; Iwata et al, 
2006).  
Several investigators studied the accuracy of Doppler TTE measurement of CFVR in the 
PDA to detect stenosis in the RCA, and the same cut-off value of CFVR (<2.0), 
demonstrating sensitivity 84-89% and specificity 83-96%, was accepted for predicting 
significant RCA stenosis (Voci et al., 2002; Takeuchi et al., 2004).  
 
Authors Diameter 
stenosis, %
CFVR,  
cut-off 
value 
Reference 
parameter 
Stress agent Sens Specif Population 
Hozumi et al., 1998b  >70% <2.0 Vpd, Vmd adenosine 92% 82% unselected 
Caiati et al., 1999a >70% <2.0 Vpd, Vmd dipyridamole 86% 90% unselected 
Voci et al., 2002 >70% <2.0 Vpd adenosine 89% 100% unselected 
Voci P et al., 2003  >90% <1.0 Vpd adenosine 92% 98% unselected 
Nohtomi Y. et al., 2003 >50% <2.0 Vpd dipyridamole 94% 65% unselected 
Lethen et al., 2003  >70% <2.0 S/D mean 
velocity 
adenosine 89% 90% after PTCA 
Takeuchi et al., 2004 >50% <2.0 AVpd adenosine 91% 75% unselected 
Matsumura et al., 2003 >70% <2.0 Vmd adenosine 90% 93% unselected 
Rigo et al., 2003 >50% <1.9 Vpd dipyridamole 81% 84% unselected 
Okayama et al., 2002 >70% <2.0 AVpd adenosine 94% 88% unselected 
Pizzuto et al., 2003  >70% <2.0 Vpd, Vmd adenosine 91% 95% after stenting 
Lowenstein et al., 2003 >70% <2.0 Vpd dipyridamole 87% 73% unselected 
Hirata et al., 2006 >50% <2.0 Vmd adenosine 77% 100% after PTCA 
Pizzuto et al., 2009  >70% <2.0 Vpd adenosine 90% 96% unselected 
Table 6. Sensitivity and specificity of Doppler TTE measurement of CFVR for detecting 
significant LAD stenosis. Vpd – and Vmd – peak and mean diastolic coronary flow velocities, 
AVpd – average peak diastolic velocity of coronary blood flow, S/D mean velocity – systole-
diastolic mean velocity of coronary blood flow, Sens – sensitivity, Specif – specificity.  
4.2.3 Cut-off value of CFVR for occluded LAD and RCA 
CFVR can be a marker of chronic occluded LAD or RCA function. CFVR is always 
depressed in the collateral dependent vascular area, and the value<2.0 is registered in the 
LAD or PDA distal to the occlusion in all cases (Takeuchi et al., 2005, Pizzuto et al., 2006). 
But TTE is able to reveal patients with CFVR <1.0 reflecting coronary steal effect which 
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develops in 33% to 47% of occluded vessel territories (Takeuchi et al., 2005, Pizzuto et al., 
2006). Coronary steal effect occurs when collateral circulation is poor and the donor artery is 
significant stenotic (Pizzuto et al, 2006; Braden, 2006).  
4.3 CFVR for detecting myocardial ischemia and assisting in the decision-making 
process in patients with chest pain  
Transthoracic CFVR measurement may have incremental predictive value in addition to 
stress echocardiography for detecting CAD in LAD and RCA distribution. In the study by 
Rigo et al., 2003, CFVR<1.9 in the LAD correlated well with stenosis severity and wall-
motion abnormalities. The inverse correlation between CFVR and peak wall motion score 
index in the overall study population was significant (r=0.46: p<0.001), and the concordance 
between the 2 techniques was good (80%) (Rigo et al, 2003). CFVR had excellent sensitivity 
(81-94%) but moderate or good specificity (65-84%) in detecting significant LAD stenosis 
whereas wall motion score index showed lower sensitivity (69-74%) and higher specificity 
(82-95%), and both techniques demonstrated a similar diagnostic accuracy ranging from 82 
to 86% for CFVR and from 81 to 84% for wall motion score index (Rigo et al, 2003; 
Lowenstein et al., 2003; Nohtomi et al., 2003). So, the data for flow and function may be 
complementary in predicting the underlying angiographic findings and increase the 
diagnostic accuracy up to 94%(Nohtomi et al., 2003), because abnormal wall motion may 
confirm and negative CFVR may exclude CAD more accurately. So, CVFR measurement is 
more important in patients with negative stress echocardiography by wall motion criteria. 
Similarly, transthoracic CFVR by Doppler is associated with perfusion abnormalities, as it 
has been shown with exercise single photon emission computed tomography thallium 
imaging. Most patients with abnormal perfusion in the LAD territory had abnormal CFVR 
in the LAD; those with perfusion defect in the RCA territory had abnormal CFVR in the 
PDA; vise versa, patients with normal exercise perfusion had CFVR greater than 2.0.  A 
transthoracic CFVR in the LAD <2.0 provided data consistent with those obtained by single 
photon emission computed tomography for physiologic estimation of stenosis severity with 
94% sensitivity and 100% specificity (Hirata et al., 2006).  Tokai et al., 2003, showed the 
equivalent potential of transthoracic CFVR in the PDA for detecting myocardial ischemia in 
the left ventricular inferior region and RCA stenosis. As has been reported by Fujimoto et al, 
2004,  CFVR in the Cx could be obtained in 72% of patients and CFVR<2.0 had 92% 
sensitivity and 96% specificity for predicting the perfusion defect in the Cx territory.   
In one comparative study (Osorio et al., 2007) with simultaneous CFVR assessment and 
quantitative analysis of myocardial contrast perfusion, CFVR was a much better index for 
detecting LAD stenosis than myocardial blood flow reserve (sensitivity 92% and 84%, 
specificity 94% and 87%, and accuracy 93% and 86% for CFVR and myocardial reserve, 
respectively).  
In summary, CFVR measurement may be a useful tool for detecting myocardial ischemia in 
the LAD distribution and, probably, in the RCA and Cx territory. 
4.4 CFVR in moderate and severe coronary artery stenosis  
Evaluation of patients with angiographic moderate coronary artery stenosis is challenging. 
Neither visual assessment of an angiogram nor quantitative coronary angiography can 
accurately predict the significance of most moderate stenoses (50–70%).  Rest coronary flow 
is preserved until severe narrowing occurs (>80%), but according to the experimental study 
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in mice (Wikstrom et al., 2005), there is a close correlation between CFVR in the left coronary 
artery and coronary minimal lumen diameter of this vessel (r=0.87, p<0.005), and CFVR 
depends on the diameter % stenosis. In clinical studies, the degree of angiographic stenosis 
also is related to CFVR in both the LAD and RCA (Lambertz et al.,1999; Pizzuto et al., 2001; 
Voci et al., 2002, 2003; Sicari et al., 2009). With insignificant LAD stenosis (<50%), CFVR in 
the LAD is normal (Lambertz et al., 1999; Voci et al., 2002), equal to 2.60.6 in subjects with 
totally normal coronary arteries, 2.60.6 in subjects with LAD stenosis of 0-20% and 2.20.5 
in subjects with LAD stenosis of 20-40% (Sicari et al., 2009). In cases with moderate stenosis, 
overall group CFVR is intermediate (from 2.23± 0.20 to 2.330.32); and only in high-grade 
stenosis CFVR is low (from 1.120.49 to 1.64 ± 0.30). But according to individual analysis 
data, CFVR reduction is found upstream in the classical ischemic cascade, and can well 
detect stenosis unable to induce regional wall motion abnormalities during stress echo (see 
4.3). CFVR is often <2.0 when stenosis is still moderate (50%-60%) (fig. 15) mirroring the 
decrease of subendocardial blood flow without total wall perfusion deficit and wall motion 
disturbance. So, demonstrating a higher negative predictive value in the detection of 
ischemia, compared with wall motion score index or nuclear cardiac imaging, CFVR is very 
useful in moderate stenosis to assess its functional significance and to help consider the 
necessity of revascularization (when CFVR<2.0).  
In severe stenosis, CFVR is more preserved in subjects with stenosis of 70-90% than in 
subjects with stenosis greater than 90% (Voci et al., 2003). Pizzuto et al., 2001 and Voci et al., 
2003, found the cut-off value of CFVR <1.0 to be a marker of coronary flow steal effect in 
patients with severe LAD stenosis (>90%) with 92%sensitivity, 98%specificity, and 
97%diagnostic accuracy. This finding is in agreement with the experimental work of Gould 
et al., 1974, who showed that CFVR in over 90% stenosis of the lumen diameter is blunted 
mainly due to either stenosis site collapse or development of coronary steal through 
collateral vessels.  
So, CFVR by Doppler TTE may be a useful tool for: 1) selection of patients with moderate 
stenosis and CFVR<2.0 for revascularization and 2) detection of patients with >90%stenosis 
basing on coronary steal effect (CFVR<1.0). 
4.5 CFVR after intracoronary interventions  
Another important application of TTE is assessment of early efficacy and remote coronary 
restenosis after intracoronary interventions. In the study of Pizzuto et al., 2001, CFVR 
measurement was performed before and within 1 day after LAD stenting. Prestent impaired 
CFVR increased after success stent implantation from 1.450.5 to 2.580.7 in groups with 70-
90% and >90% stenosis, and an absence of CFVR change was revealed only in 3 patients 
with >90%stenosis due to reactive hyperemia, microvascular stunning or post-procedure 
vasoconstriction. Unlike intracoronary Doppler studies with the guide wire or guiding 
catheter, the influence of which on the vascular endothelium and coronary flow dynamics is 
unpredictable and may be a cause of high rate of impaired CFVR after balloon angioplasty 
or stenting (50% and 30%, respectively) even in the absence of any residual angiographic 
stenosis, TTE, being a non-invasive technique, is deprived of this effect, and can more 
accurately reflect changes of coronary flow. 
In the study including 53 patients, coronary angiography and CFVR detection were 
performed 6 months after PTCA of the LAD (Lethen et al., 2003). The investigators observed 
CFVR to significantly differ in the groups with and without restenosis, and CFVR with the 
cut-off value <2.0 demonstrated 89% sensitivity and 90% specificity for predicting  
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Fig. 15. Examples of CFVR in distal LAD in patients with LAD stenosis are presented. A - 
case with mild proximal LAD stenosis, CFVR is 2.3; B - case with moderate LAD stenosis; 
the basal peak diastolic flow velocity is normal, but it increases less than 2 times after 
dipyridamole, and CFVR is decreased (1.6); C - case with proximal severe LAD stenosis and 
basal poststenotic acceleration of coronary flow with high peak diastolic flow velocity in 
distal LAD at rest; after dipyridamole the increase of peak diastolic flow velocity is slight, 
CFVR is equal to 1.3. 
significant LAD restenosis. Similar studies were carried out after LAD stent, and CFVR with 
the cut-off value <2.0 also demonstrated sensitivity ranging from 77% to 93% and specificity 
ranging from 78% to 100% for predicting LAD restenosis (Ruscazio et al., 2002; Pizzuto et al, 
2003a; Hirata et al., 2006). One of the criticisms of TTE is that assessment has been limited to 
the LAD, but progress is being made in examining other vessels. High success rate of CFVR 
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measurements in the PDA permits to hope for the forthcoming appearance of CFVR studies 
before and after RCA intracoronary interventions. 
Thus, noninvasive CFVR assessment by TTE is a very promising tool in monitoring early 
efficacy of LAD angioplasty or stenting and detecting remote restenosis after LAD 
intracoronary interventions. 
4.6 Factors influencing CFVR 
Besides stenosis, several factors can influence the baseline or hyperemic coronary flow and 
cause decreased CFVR. Elevation of the basal flow can occur with hypertension, 
tachycardia, anemia, thyrotoxicosis, or valvular disease, or after caffeine intake (coffee, tea, 
cola, etc.). The conditions which can decrease the maximum hyperemic flow include not 
only epicardial coronary stenosis but also microvascular disease with impaired structure, 
function, rheology, and lower density of capillaries, polycythemia and elevated left ventricle 
end-diastolic pressure (Baumgart et al., 1998; Hirata et al., 2001; Neishi et al., 2005; de 
Grigorio et al., 2005; Sherrid et al., 2006; Kaul & Jayaweera, 2008). 
4.7 CFVR and prognosis in CAD patients 
According to the data of studies in patients with acute anterior myocardial infarction, CFVR 
is able to reflect an absence of microvascular reperfusion in the presence of a patent 
epicardial coronary artery, and is a negative determinant for myocardial viability (Ueno et 
al., 2002a; Rigo et al., 2004; Meimoun et al., 2009).  Ueno et al., 2002a, reported that CFVR 
measured in open infarct-related LAD on day 1 after success primary angioplasty was a 
good predictor of the recovery of regional left ventricle function at discharge, whereas Rigo 
et al., 2004, found CFVR in the LAD <2.0 to be useful also in predicting an unfavorable long-
term (6-month) outcome. In the study of Meimoun et al., 2009, a cut-off CFVR value of 1.7 
was an independent predictor of both the left ventricle recovery at a 3-month follow-up, and 
in-hospital adverse cardiac events including death, recurrent myocardial infarction, and 
acute heart failure.  
CFVR<2.0 was associated with an unfavorable outcome in an unselected cohort of patients 
with positive and negative stress echocardiograms by wall motion criteria (Rigo et al., 2008), 
in patients with intermediate LAD stenosis (Rigo et al., 2007), and in patients with chest pain 
and normal or near-normal coronary arteries (Sicari et al., 2009). CFVR<1.8 provided 
independent information for prognostic stratification in patients with inducible ischemia 
during stress echocardiography, and it was associated with an increase of event rate (death 
and myocardial infarction) by 46% during 19-month follow-up (Cortigiani et al., 2010). But 
LAD CFVR demonstrated an extremely high additional prognostic value (up to 160%) in 
patients with negative stress echocardiography by wall motion criteria, and a reduced CFVR 
was associated with a less benign long-term outcome (Rigo et al., 2006; Cortigiani et al., 
2010). In the study of Rigo et al., 2006, CFVR<1.92 was the best predictor of future events 
(sensitivity = 77%, specificity = 85%), and the 3-year event-free survival was higher in 
patients with normal CFVR (>1.92) compared with patients with reduced CVFR (98% versus 
64%, P<0.0001). The main reasons for CFVR importance in the prognosis in patients with 
negative stress echocardiography are the following: (1) CFVR can detect moderate coronary 
stenoses inducing no wall motion abnormalities during stress test (see 4.3, 4.4); (2) CFVR can 
be useful for the detection of severe stenosis in patients on antiischemic therapy. When 
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ischemia-dependent wall motion abnormality is the diagnostic end point, concomitant 
antiischemic therapy modifies the prognostic value of stress echocardiography, markedly 
reducing TTE sensitivity; in fact, a positive test result in on therapy patients is more 
prognostically malignant, and a negative test result is less prognostically benign. The flow 
information in patients with known or suspected coronary artery disease is relatively 
unaffected by concomitant antiischemic therapy, and does not influence CFVR significantly. 
In the study with 1779 patients performed by Sicari et al., 2008, the symptoms-free survival 
was higher in patients with normal CFVR (>2.0) and lower in patients with abnormal CFVR 
(87% versus 34%, P =0.0001), and it was comparable to that in patients with normal CFVR 
on and off therapy and in patients with abnormal CFVR on and off therapy; so, antiischemic 
therapy at the time of testing did not modify the prognostic value of Doppler CFVR. (3) 
CFVR can identify severe microvascular disease (Rigo et al., 2006; Cortigiani et al., 2007; 
Sicari et al., 2009). Coronary microvascular dysfunction does not normally induce wall 
motion abnormalities but has been linked to an adverse outcome, which can be accurately 
detected by abnormal CFVR.  So, in a prospective study in 394 patients with 
angiographically normal or near-normal coronary arteries and preserved regional and 
global left ventricular function at baseline and during stress, CFVR <2.0 adds incremental 
value to the prognostic stratification achieved with clinical and angiographic data (Sicari et 
al., 2009), and selects a subgroup of patients with a less benign prognosis. During a median 
follow-up of 51 months, long-term survival estimated for adverse events (death and 
myocardial infarction) showed an extremely better outcome for the patients with a normal 
CFVR compared with those with an abnormal CFVR (96% versus 55%).  
In summary, CFVR provides independent information for prognostic stratification, and a 
reduced CFVR is associated with a less benign long-term outcome in patients with acute 
anterior myocardial infarction, known or suspected CAD with positive and particularly 
negative stress echocardiography by wall motion criteria. CFVR measurement is offered to 
be added to routine stress echocardiography.   
5. Transthoracic visualization of internal thoracic artery grafts and venous 
grafts  
We do not have our own sufficient experience of coronary graft assessment. But in 
published studies TTE visualization of the left internal mammary artery (IMA) graft has 
varied from 70% to 100%, the venous grafts to the LAD could be assessed  in 91%, to the 
RCA – in 96%, to the Cx – in 90% (Chirillo et al., 2001, 2004; Chong et al., 2004). The Nyquist 
limits should be set at 20 cm/s for the IMA grafts and 10-12 cm/s for the venous grafts 
(Youn & Foster, 2004). In the proximal part next to the subclavian artery, patent IMA grafts 
demonstrate a flow pattern with predominant systolic velocity, and next to distal 
anastomosis site the flow pattern has predominant diastolic velocity similar to that of the 
coronary artery. Some researchers made an effort to detect dipyridamole-induced CFVR in 
the IMA and venous grafts. Meyer et al., 2004, compared CFVR in the proximal left IMA 
graft with the help of simultaneous TTE and intracoronary Doppler guide wire assessment. 
TTE reflected invasive measurement of CFVR accurately, and the agreement between the 
two methods was 0.97, and patients with CFVR>2.1 showed patent IMA graft. According to 
the data of Chirillo et al., 2001, 2004, CFVR<1.9 in proximal IMA grafts and CFVR <1.6 in 
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venous grafts demonstrated a higher sensitivity in the detection of 50-100%graft stenoses in 
comparison with wall motion score index. But recently, Pizzuto et al., 2005 have determined 
distal CFVR in the IMA grafts to depend on flow interrelation in the graft and native LAD, 
and to be a better predictor of LAD function than IMA graft patency in the presence of flow 
competition. So, TTE value for identification of graft patency is not yet established, and 
further studies are required.    
6. Conclusion 
In summary, with the advent of harmonic imaging, contrast agents and high-frequency 
transducers, TTE can be used for the diagnosis of coronary narrowing as a noninvasive, 
inexpensive, non-X-ray, high time resolution and widely used in clinical practice method. 
After a period of investigators’ training, detection and measurement of distal LAD and 
RCA flow and CFVR by TTE is feasible in more than 90% of patients and correlates well 
with invasive measurements. Clinical applications of TTE for  direct assessment of 
coronary stenoses and occlusions are limited due to partial artery visualization, and TTE 
can not be accepted as an alternative to coronary angiography. But Doppler TTE in CAD 
patients can be a helpful method providing additional information on the coronary artery 
function for: 
- noninvasive clinical repeated or serial measurements of coronary flow velocity at rest 
after stress which are necessary for understanding the physiology and pathophysiology 
of coronary flow; in this case the LAD can be used as a reference vessel; 
- preliminary identification of coronary stenosis in the LMCA, LAD and PDA; 
- detection of restenosis after percutaneous intracoronary interventions in the LMCA, 
LAD and PDA; 
- diagnosis of reperfusion in the acute phase of myocardial infarction in the LAD 
territory with evaluation of no-reflow after recanalization;  
- identification of chronic occluded LAD and RCA; 
- assessment of endothelial function; 
- measurement of CFVR in the following groups of patients: (1) with suspected or 
confirmed CAD in those who undergo stress echocardiography (dobutamine or 
dipyridamole) for reflecting perfusion, function, prognosis-risk stratification, and 
selection of significant coronary stenosis (CFR<2.0) of the LAD and RCA; (2) with 
intermediate-grade coronary obstruction where the functional assessment of the lesion 
is doubtful, and CFVR can be used in considering pro et contra of coronary 
interventions; (3) with not reliable stress tests due to left bundle-branch block or right 
bundle-branch block because of the high rate of the false-positive results where CVFR 
may be used for noninvasive detection of LAD or RCA stenosis; (4) after coronary 
angioplasty, stent or coronary bypass graft of the LAD and RCA where serial follow-up 
for the assessment of efficacy and early or remote restenosis is required; (5) with 
ongoing drug therapy for serial follow-up, particularly if the drug effect is uncertain; (6) 
with typical or atypical chest pain and angiographically normal coronary arteries where 
microvascular disease is possible (syndrome X, left ventricle hypertrophy, diabetes 
mellitus, etc.); and (7) with acute anterior myocardial infarction for the assessment of 
viability, prognosis and prediction of improvement of the regional left ventricular 
function.  
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